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SEAMAP Whelk and Conch Season

The protection and
preservation of our natural
resources include regulations
on the harvesting of various
species of mollusks. Size
limits, bag limits, and closedseasons are methods used to ~

prevent overfishing and maintain viable population
numbers. Scientists have determined the size at
sexual maturity of the West.Indian Top Shell and the
Queen Conch in order to set the legal size of harvest.

October 1st is the opening of
the Virgin Island's whelk season ~which extends from October 1 to' .

March 30. The whelk is also called
the West Indian Top Snail
(Cittarium pica). The legal har- ,
vest size for whelk requires the -."

shell size to be a minimum of 2-7/
16". Additionally, the whelk collected must be har-
vested alive and intact (in shell). Landing whelk alive
and in the shell allows them to be returned to their
habitat alive if they are found to be undersized.

October 1st is also the opening of the territory's
conch season which continues until June 30. Conch is
also referred to as the Queen Conch (Strombus gigas).
The legal harvest size for Queen conch is a minimum
shell length of 9" or a lip thickness of 3/8". Conch
must brought ashore alive (in the shell). Any person
harvesting conch for personal use is allowed to take
no more than six conch per day, not to exceed twenty
four conch per boat in territorial waters. A licensed
fisherman may land a maximum of 150 conch per day
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The Southeast Area Monitoring and Assess-
ment Program for the Caribbean (SEAMAP-C) is a
cooperative program between the National Marine
Fisheries Service, Puerto Rico's Department of
Natural Resources and the Virgin Islands Division
of Fish and Wildlife (DFW). The objective of this
current survey is to collect fisheries independent
data about shallow-water reef fish and their envi-
ronment. Staff of DFW is randomly sampling a
grid southeast of St. John using fish traps as well
as hooks and lines. The data will be used to esti-
mate fish populations, obtain information on catch
and effort, determine species composition, and
characterize fishery habitats. This year's study
uses nearly identical methodology to previous
SEAMAP-C studies so that we can evaluate trends
in the fishery..

One of the primary problems for fishery
managers is a lack of biological and ecological
information on marine resources. There is a need
for long term monitoring programs to determine
population trends, explain responses to environ-
mental factors, and assess stock abundance. Infor-
mation collected directly from commercial fisher-
men, (fishery dependent data), can be significantly
biased due to year to year variations in economic
conditions, vessel and gear designs, catch discard
patterns, and changes in fishing strategies.

Fishery-independent data refers to fishery
data collected by Division of Fish and Wildlife
staff. The staff collects data by using methods
similar to V.I. fishermen. DFW simulates a
fisherman's methods using the same type of fish
traps, same type of bait, and allowing for ample
soak time. In this manner staff is able to obtain
accurate catch information. All data collected is
entered into a computer, analyzed locally, and then
sent to the National Marine Fisheries Service for
and additional analysis storage.

A fisherman's gauge is available through the
Division of Fish and Wildlife offices in St. Thomas
and St. Croix. This gauge was devised to help fisher.
men determine the legal harvest size for conch,
whelk, lobster and yellowtail snapper. Call for infor-
mation on obtaining a gauge: STT 7756762 or STX
7721955.

August 1999 - Redhook, St. Thomas

Temperature
Maximum Minimum Rainfall
89.0°F 75.1°F 6.02 inches

Quote" The more we know of other forms of life, the

more we enjoy and respect ourselves", Humanity
is exalted not because we are so far above other
living creatures, but because knowing them well
elevates the very concept of life."
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Guidelines for Underwater
Clean-Ups
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Hurricane Buzzwords
Generally, tropical storms bring high winds and

rain, with the possibility of flooding in low-lying areas.
The following terms are used to describe tropical

storm systems:
Tropical Wave - a weather system which might

develop into a tropical depression.
Tropical Depression -a circulating storm sys-

tem with winds of less than 38 mph.
Tropical Storm - a circulating depression with

winds between 39 and 73 mph.
Hurricane - a tropical cyclone that rotates

counterclockwise with sustained winds of 74 mph or
greater.

Tropical Storm Watch - a tropical storm may
strike within 36 hours.

Tropical Storm Warning - a tropical storm may
strike within 24 hours.

Hurricane Watch -a hurricane may strike may
strike within 36 hours.

Hurricane Warning-a hurricane may strike
within 24 hours.

Hurricane Advisory. a message released by the
National Hurricane Center, usually at six hour inter-
vals. A special advisory is issued whenever there is a
significant change in the situation. An intermediate
advisory updates information on a 2 to 3 hour basis.

SaffirlSimpson Hurricane Scale
Category I 74 - 95 mph
Category II 96 - 110 mph
Category III 111 - 130 mph
Category IV 131 - 155 mph
Category V 156+ mph
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Much of the debris that is
dumped into the ocean comes to rest on
the coral reef. For diving enthusiasts,
the joy of swimming along a coral reef
is diminished by the sight of bottles,
cans and other trash scattered across
the sea floor, just the same way a scenic
drive can be spoiled by landbased litter.
This litter also damages living animals
on the reef.

Divers who wish to organize underwater clean-
ups should use the following safety considerations,
developed by the Center for Marine Conservation
(CMC), and the Professional Association of Diving
Instructors (PAD!):
1. Wear all equipment required for scuba diving, includ.
ing buoyancy compensating devices (BCD), and alter-
nate air source.
2. Always dive with a buddy, inspect each other's
equipment, review communications and agree on time,
depth, and air supply, limits prior to the dive. Review
emergency procedures.
3. Carry a knife and scissors to cut away fishing line,
rope, or net which may have become wrapped around
coral. Be careful not to become entangled.
4. Do not attempt to salvage heavy or dangerous ob-
jects. Do not use your BCD as a lifting device.
5. Avoid hazardous or toxic materials which may be
inside 55 gallon drums underwater. Report these to
DPNR, Division of Environmental Protection, phone #
340 777 4577.
6. Make slow ascents, never faster than 60 feet per
minute.
7. Use a dive flag.
8. Avoid hazardous areas, such as shipping lanes or
boat ramps.
9. Participate in an area orientation prior to entering
the water.
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